Nate Adams is the founder of Energy Smart Home Performance outside Cleveland Ohio. Nate is an expert on Healthy Homes, insulation and air sealing, as well as heating and cooling. Nate has written for numerous publications including GreenTech Media, Green Building Advisor, CleanTechnica, and the Journal of Light Construction. He has spoken at numerous venues including Department of Energy, Indoor Air Quality Radio, the Home Performance Coalition, and Habitat X.

Energy Smart specializes in solving problems at their root, not just addressing symptoms. Uncomfortable rooms, mold problems, indoor asthma and allergies, icicles, and other health and comfort problems are all caused by a home being out of balance.

Energy Smart diagnoses what’s out of balance, creates treatment plans, helps clients bring their home into balance, and follows up to see if it worked. He has written extensive case studies on numerous projects.

Nate’s favorite thing to do is removing gas meters by making homes all electric, completely sustainable, and ready for the next 100 years.